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its successful commercial release generated substantial publicity for guardians of the
galaxy, which had not been as successful as its predecessor guardians of the galaxy vol.

2. the film grossed $355 million worldwide and received positive reviews, including
several accolades. in particular, it received the academy award for best visual effects, a

golden globe award nomination for best motion picture – musical or comedy, and a
writers guild of america nomination for best original screenplay. at the 88th academy

awards, the film was awarded best makeup. guardians joins other marvel studios
productions into a collective known as the marvel cinematic universe (mcu). the mcu
consists of a shared universe of interconnected films based on characters that first

appeared in films produced by marvel studios. it debuted on april 22, 2008, with iron
man. marvel studios is a subsidiary of the walt disney company, providing animation and

production services for the company's many feature films and television programs.
marvel studios is headquartered at the walt disney studios in burbank, california. the

company was founded in 1972 by comics creator stan lee and jack kirby. the two created
many of the universe's most popular characters, such as iron man, the hulk, the fantastic

four, the x-men and the black panther. the first film in the series was released in late
2013. the original cast of each film repeated their roles in all subsequent entries. benicio
del toro portrays the collector, who collects important objects, including the infinity gems.

michael rooker voices yondu, who is the leader of a band of hunters known as the
ravagers, who use one infinity gem to produce the powerful and varied power cosmic.
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after winning a year-long academy award for her supporting role in steve jobs biopic,
glenn close makes her feature directorial debut with the wife. its a female-led film, with
close starring as alice stewart, a woman who, after witnessing her high-profile husband

(joaquin phoenix) die in a plane crash, becomes a widow at a very early age, and who, in
later life, forms a close bond with their newborn son. stepdaughter emma stone plays

their child, with joseph gordon-levitt playing their surviving son, who struggles to come to
terms with his fathers death. we use cookies to optimize your experience, personalize
content and ads, provide social media features, and analyze our traffic. we also share
information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics

partners. see our privacy policy to learn more about the cookies we use and your choices,
and change your preferences. the brookings university collection includes over 2,000

titles including dissertations, textbooks, and lectures from past and present library
directors and librarians. information has been curated by librarians with expertise in the
fields being covered and frequently updated to reflect the latest in research. eager to
learn more about the technology now driving our world, many consumers in emerging

markets have only a general awareness of what mobile internet usage entails. the most
striking illustration of consumers hesitancy to embrace mobile internet in emerging

markets is the absence of smartphone ownership. across sub-saharan africa, the
philippines, and indonesia, smartphone ownership ranges between one-fifth and one-

quarter of the population. in these markets, there is nearly no access to mobile-optimized
content, as nearly all internet users are still anchored to desktop computers.  5ec8ef588b
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